GLOBAL LEADERSHIP IN TEAMS AND ORGANIZATIONS (CERT.)

Part of the Human and Organizational Learning (HOL) Department, the Graduate Certificate in Global Leadership in Teams and Organizations is designed to increase the learning, leadership and change capacity of individuals and organizations with a global emphasis in human resource development. The program is focused on developing global competencies and assisting individuals and organizations to expand awareness of their societies, cultures and environments that impact the workplace. Theory, research and practice are balanced throughout the curriculum in order to enable students to development and implement strategies that increase organizational development and learning. The program of study includes international company site visits, cultural exchanges, world-renowned faculty and guest speakers.

2013-14 CLASS LOCATIONS AND DATES

• January 5-9, 2015: Cape Town, South Africa
• March 10-14, 2015: Buenos Aires, Argentina

* Any of these classes can be taken as an elective

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS AND DETAILS

• 12 credit hour
• The four course program meets four times a year and is based at GW’s Virginia Science and Technology Campus (Ashburn, Va.)
• Two classes are offered in Ashburn as well as overseas, allowing students the option of taking two, three, or four courses overseas
• The program is directed by Dr. Michael Marquardt (marquard@gwu.edu)

CONTACT US

For more information or to apply, please visit http://gsehd.gwu.edu/glto or contact Samantha Coughlin at 703- 726-3769 or scoughlin@gwu.edu.

ABOUT GW’S GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

The Graduate School of Education and Human Development at the George Washington University is a community of learners who strive to bring the best scholarship to bear on the improvement of policy and practice at all levels of education and to prepare leaders for a rapidly changing world. Located at the hub of local, national and global forces that are shaping the 21st century, the school plays a special role in the complex intersection of research, policy and practice, and is committed to equity, social justice, innovation and the civic good.